
NINTH HEAD OF PRIDE - Part2. 
 

          Question: Why are people controlled by head of pride - desire for admiration and glory?  

          Answer: As mankind we wanted to experience it, to try it out. It was a test in which we 

stayed but we failed. We were afraid. We started to be afraid of ourselves, so we couldn't do it. 

Fear overshadowed the Love. At that time fear prevailed over Love when we began to fear 

ourselves.  Then fear closed our hearts and created a barrier - a vacuum.  

 Fear closes our hearts because it will make us not to be the best. If we kept our hearts 

opened and in humility, we wouldn't care. If we open our hearts - we wouldn't need to be 

admired and to be first, we wouldn't need to fight. We are Love. We would then be able to 

perceive ourselves in humility and with unconditional Love. We could hand out ourselves just 

like Love does. Then we would not fight, we would give ourselves as trees, flowers, water, land 

do. They don't protest, they just give. This is unconditional Love. We, humans, close our 

hearts and fight with any head of the pride. We always fight. And we still fight because we are 

thought to do so. We support the growth of dragon heads in our head from a young age, and 

we do not support the opening and growth of the heart. By encouraging the growth of the 

dragon heads in our head, they have the power and strength to always close the door in our 

heart. Then we fight not only with our surroundings but also with ourselves. All our lives we 

live in battle and we cannot stay in the middle, in the heart. It means that we do not remain at 

the centre of the unconditional Love that we are. 

 (Again, I began to feel a warm and soft feeling and chills all over my body.)  

 We came here as unconditional Love. That's why we were born. ALL OF US.  

Like pure, infinite and unconditional Love. We can only keep that feeling for a very short 

time. We're losing it quickly. In our lives, there are only brief moments when we can return to 

this centre of unconditional Love. If we want to change it, we need to raise our children so 

that we can leave their hearts open so that they can be in the centre of unconditional Love. We 

need to stop raising them by nourishing, supporting, and letting grow the dragon heads in 

their heads. When the heads are strong and powerful, a lot of strength and inner Love must be 

spent to stop oppressing and closing people's hearts. The dragon heads, they then cause that 

human beings  separate from each other. They create blocks that push us into the dust of the 

earth and the vacuum in which there is a terrible and fearsome NOTHING. In it, we cannot 

recognize what we feel, and ultimately we fight with ourselves. We cannot love ourselves. We 

cannot give Tolerance, Kindness, Mercy, Understanding. Neither we can do this to ourselves. 

By creating cruelty towards ourselves, we also create cruelty to others and to the world. If we 

did not create block, our hearts would be open and would create a circle of flowers. They 

would intertwine among people, and they would touch and caress us with the petals of 

flowers. Then Life would be in the unconditional Love and that is what we we came here and 

were born for. Just as the trees touching each other with branches and leaves in the wind, so 

we, people, should live too. And the same goes for countries, one next to each other. This is the 

unconditional Love that Mother Earth shows us with her children - trees, flowers, grass, 

mountains, rocks. It also shows us that her children are giving us their love, giving themselves 

to us, opening up to us, having no resistance. They give themselves to us unconditionally. This 

is how we should live as well, in unconditional Love, we should give ourselves to each other 

and open us to ourselves. This is what God is trying to teach us and to show us. This is always 

what he teaches us when he sends us Master through his children. But so far, we have never 



understood it. We do not understand it because we still feed the dragon heads within 

ourselves. We still nourish them. In each child, we plant them, water them regularly so they 

can grow, strong and powerful. We are still not planting the sprouts of Love in hearts of our 

children, so we could water them and they would grow and strengthen. We cannot yet go the 

way God has shown us. We are always following the same paths we have created for ourselves 

that seems to be easier. But this is just an illusion because we are building obstacles on our 

paths and thus they are so difficult for us.  

The Easiest is the path of Love, the unconditional Love in the heart.  
We still do not understand the Unconditional Love, we condition Love with the dragon 

heads that we grow ourselves. 

  (I felt a great warmth inside.)  

 We need to get rid of, cut through, break all the prejudices we live in. They can all be 

broken and cut by Love. We really need to let Love into our hearts, into the lives of all people. 

If we could let her into life, we wouldn't need that much, because Love would nourish us. We 

do not realize that Love feeds us. God alone gives us strength in the Holy Spirit, whom we can 

truly breathe in. He gives us our breath. If we lived in Love, if we were aware of it, we would 

only have to breathe. Love would then purify and nourish our cells. We wouldn't need 

anything else. Love would be enough for us to secure our lives, and then we wouldn't need 

anything else that we think it was vital to life. Life is simple. In its simplicity, it is created. Just 

breathe the Love. We are alive with her. But we don't see that. We cannot perceive it. Fear 

closed this knowledge to us when it closed our hearts. Therefore, our physical bodies die when 

they are no longer able to breathe. If they can't breathe Love, our physical bodies are dying. 

 Question: Can we change it?  

 Answer: We can change it with Love and by raising our children in Love and with 

Love. In this way we will make more and more Love, then Love will change it. Love will 

overcome the fear that we have allowed to settle in and control us, and then Love will change 

our being.  

(I felt how my inner self is filled with Love, again I felt the wonderful warmth that entered into 

my the cells.)  

 Question: How to heal those dragon heads? 

 Answer: Those heads are healed and cleansed by knowledge and understanding. Love 

heals and cures them. They disappear with love. They cannot be broken, burned or destroyed. 

It is with love that they need to be understood and known. It is her loving understanding that 

will heal all heads. It is as if the head would disappear in that Love. Like a small ball, it 

disappears and dissolves. This is the power of Love. She does not fight and attack, she absorbs 

everything in herself, and then absorbs and heals herself. This is the effect of Love. This is the 

only way to cure those heads. ONLY WITH LOVE. That is why I said that children should be 

raised in Love and with Love. Then, the heads do not grow, do not germinate and there is no 

need to heal and cure them.  
 

 (I started to feel very strong warmth and vibrations throughout my whole body.)  

 This is YOUR task (these words have been said very emphatically) to raise children with 

Love so that the heads would not grow. Because it is much harder to dissolve them in Love, 

once they are already grown. If they are not, there is nothing to dissolve. There are only open 

hearts full of unconditional Love, and as I said, just as trees, flowers, grass touch with Love 

and in Love, so do human hearts touch each other.  Thus I want to act, through human hearts.  



 Question: Who says that?  

 Answer: GOD SAYS THAT.  

(I felt lots of warmth and  Love in me, my voice changed very much, I spoke as if  from an 

infinite distance, from my deepest inner self, and I spoke totally silently.) 

So I want to touch myself through your connected hearts. Not 

separate but connected. In one infinitely large heart filled with Love, filled 

with MYSELF because you are part of ME.  
I could feel the inner image that God showed me at the level of plants. How beautifully 

connected the grasses are, how they bend in the wind, how trees and flowers hold together. I felt 

that we humans could make such a connection if we open the hearts of Love. Then I perceived 

people as circles of flowers that touch each other, and in an infinite circle, all are connected through 

one another. When the wind blows, they bend and hold each other. Then they come back, and with 

Love, they create unity and harmony.  

 Now that people are like blocks, they can't bend, and the wind smashes them apart. They're 

connected in pain. They can't bend and straighten, they can't adapt. Everyone is in a block like in a 

cage. They are hurting, destroying each other, harming each other. They are not able and cannot 

create unity in this way. Those concrete blocks are hard, there is no softness and tenderness like in 

flowers. They are carved, hard and with every crush the block falls apart. The flower bends and 

comes back whole and undamaged. It caresses and keeps on living. The flower gives out Love and 

touches with its tenderness. Flower won't hurt anyone. It is tender, soft, kind, like Love.  

 The blocks are FEAR, that is why they hurt so much. We think the blocks are 

protecting us. They can't protect us because they can break each other. They are hard shells 

that can hurt and destroy. By closing ourselves in these blocks-shells, we cannot see the beauty 

around us. Blocks destroyed the beauty around us, and we do not see how beautifully flowers 

bend in the wind, how gently they love, caress and embrace each other. When the wind stops 

blowing they straighten unharmed.  

 We are in a block that has four walls, and we do not see the reality and beauty around 

us. Love will create endless beauty. We do not need a block where we all see from the top of 

the walls to endless highways. Walls provide only limited space for us. If we see the reality of 

life as it is, then we do not need to create our own realities as in a block, when we think that 

we are seeing something in front of those walls of the block.  

 The image I perceive is very beautiful. Flowers, grass, trees are beautiful. They gently wave 

in the wind and straighten up again, as they were before the wind blew. 

 We do not realize that we have created blocks. Thus we just punish ourselves. It is a 

punishment we have given to ourselves. We have created this punishment by fear. We created 

the block to close the door in front of Love. Fear knows that if we opened the door, Love 

would dissolve the block. We just need to understand that the door needs to be opened to 

Love. We don't have to do anything else. Everything else will be done by Love. Just open the 

door. And if we ask, God will help us open that door. He knows that we may not have the 

strength in us to open the door, all we have to do is just ask him.  

 I asked. Thank you. 

 I started to feel very deeply inside myself and understand further knowledge. And it was not 

me who opened the door for Love in my heart, it was GOD. I didn't have the power to open them. 

When I understood this knowledge, I began to cry because until now I thought that I had opened my 

heart to Love. 



  We are really so weak that we cannot open the door by ourselves, but it is enough to 

ask that we want to open it and God will open it for us. It was manifest of pride to think that I 

have opened the door myself. Because of this pride,  I didn't see that I couldn't even open the 

door. I didn't see that God has opened them. In this way, pride distorts everything we see until 

Love absorbes it completely from our hearts into her. Then we can see the real reality by 

looking at it with unconditional Love from our heart. With this Love, masters that God sends 

us,  see the world but we often cannot understand what they are telling us, nor can we see 

what they are showing us, precisely because of the blocks that fear and pride have built 

around us. Only Love can open our eyes and our perception, only then we will be able to see 

with the heart.  

 


